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Abstract
There are two purposes of this portfolio. The first purpose is to outline and explain my approach to
teaching this classic and fundamental course. I highlight in detail the purpose and curricula, the desired
outcomes, and the goals and objectives. I also describe how the course activities and my teaching
methodology support the course objectives. The second purpose of this portfolio is to describe a simple
course modification—the introduction of a recitation session—and to test in a preliminary way the
effect of this change on students’ attitudes towards the examples worked out in class. The results show
that in the Spring 2017 semester, the students expressed higher favorable opinions (19.3%) regarding
the examples worked out in class and during the recitation session than any other semester. On the
other hand, students expressed the second highest unfavorable opinion (12.3%) regarding examples. No
improvement is seen in students’ attitudes of how well new concepts and examples are explained.
Keywords: Undergraduate teaching, curriculum, dynamics and controls, engineering systems, recitation.
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1 Introduction and objectives of course portfolio
There are two purposes of this portfolio. The first is to outline and explain my approach to teaching the
classic and fundamental course of Dynamics and Control of Engineering Systems (see Appendix 7.1 for
course syllabus). I highlight in detail the purpose and curricula, the desired outcomes, and the goals and
objectives of the course. I also describe how the course activities and my teaching methodology support
the course objectives. The second purpose of this portfolio is to describe a simple course modification—
the introduction of a recitation session—and to test in a preliminary way the effect of this change on
students’ attitudes towards the examples worked out in class. The motivation behind adding the
recitation session is from written feedback from the students from five previous semesters. The single
change to the course explored in this portfolio (the addition of a recitation session) is one small step
toward achieving my overall lofty goal of students scoring 90% or better on the final exam.

2 Reflections on the course syllabus
In this section I provide a description of the course, the goals and objectives of the course, and how
these goals and objectives are reflected in the daily course structure.

2.1 Description of the Course
UNL Course Description: Unified treatment of the dynamics and control of engineering systems.
Emphasis on physical aspects, formulation of mathematical models, application of various mathematical
methods, and interpretation of results in terms of the synthesis and analysis of real systems.
Detailed Course Description: This course presents methodology for modeling and analyzing a variety of
dynamic systems, irrespective of their physical origin. Although it focuses on systems that mechanical
engineers typically encounter in practice, the approach and methodology can be applied to any system
that is amenable to modeling via first principles that result in differential equations. It includes detailed
modeling of mechanical, thermal, fluid, electrical, and electro-mechanical systems. Models are
developed in the form of input-output differential equations, state-variable equations, transfer
functions and block diagrams. The differential equations are solved analytically using the Laplacetransform method. MATLAB and Simulink are also used to achieve solutions via computer.

2.1.1 Purpose of the course
The purpose of this course is to provide an introductory treatment of certain types of dynamic systems
that are typically encountered by mechanical engineers. The course also provides a foundation for
subsequent courses in dynamics, vibration, circuits, electronics, chemical process control, linear
systems, feedback systems, nuclear reactor control, and biocontrol systems.

2.1.2 Curricula
The course is required for Mechanical and Materials Engineering (MME) students and the department
recommends students take this course in their junior year. The student should have knowledge of
differential and integral calculus and basic college physics. It is also recommended that students take
concurrently (or have taken) differential equations. Specifically, the prerequisites for the course are
MECH 373 (engineering dynamics), ELEC 211 (elements of electrical engineering), and MATH 314 (linear
algebra). The course (or its equivalent) is also a core requirement for the Minor in Robotics Engineering,
which is generally pursued by those in the engineering disciplines.
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2.1.3 Students
Historically, the course roughly consists of two-thirds of those in their junior year and the remaining who
are seniors and ambitious sophomores. Students outside the MME department infrequently enroll in
this course because of the large number of MME prerequisites.

2.1.4 The course and the broader curriculum
This course is considered foundational in that it is a prerequisite for nearly all of the senior-level
curriculum (MECH 380, MECH 444, MECH 445, MECH 446, MECH 450, MECH 453, MECH 455, MECH 457,
and MECH 483).

2.2 Goals and objectives of the course
The course is based on the classic text “Modeling and Analysis of Dynamic Systems” by Close and
Frederick. The scope and detail of this text are appropriate for a very rigorous single-semester course
and are grouped into four primary topic areas:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Modeling of mechanical and electrical systems.
Analytical solutions for linear systems and linearizing nonlinear system models.
Modeling other types of systems.
Block diagrams, feedback systems, and design tools.

The following details are the specific goals of the course in terms of knowledge, abilities, understanding,
retention, perspectives and attitudes.

2.2.1 Knowledge
At the termination of the course, the student should be able to:
1) Given a description of a dynamic system, construct a simplified version using idealized elements
and define a suitable set of variables.
2) Use the appropriate element and interconnection laws to obtain a mathematical model
generally consisting of ordinary differential equations.
3) If the model is nonlinear, determine the equilibrium conditions and, where appropriate, obtain a
linearized model in terms of incremental variables.
4) Arrange the equations that make up the model in a form suitable for solution, and use them to
construct and simplify block diagrams.
5) For a first-order system, solve directly for the time-domain response without transforming the
functions of time into functions of other variables.
6) For a model of up to fourth order, use the Laplace transform to find the complete time
response, determine the transfer function and its poles and zeros, analyze stability, etc.
7) Find from the transformed expression the steady-state response to a constant sinusoidal input
without requiring a general solution.
8) Use Matlab to:
o Obtain the response of a system to initial stored energy and to arbitrary inputs.
o Study the influence of changing system parameters on the system response, and predict
the response.
o Create root-locus plots, bode diagrams, etc. as aids in analyzing and designing feedback
systems.
6

9) Use the C programming language to program an Arduino microcontroller to control an electrical
or electromechanical device.

2.2.2 Abilities, understanding
Students should be efficient, confident, and accurate in applying the knowledge of 2.2.1. Here efficiency
is defined as the ability to quickly recall from memory (or possibly with the aid of a few pages of notes)
the correct “first principles” that are needed to solve a particular problem related to dynamics and
controls. In other words, students should not rely on rote memorization of derivations that can
otherwise be obtained from understanding fundamental theory. Students should be able to apply the
theory and concepts of the course to problems that are related (but not identical) to homework and
examples.

2.2.3 Retention
The course material builds upon itself like a brick wall. The foundation concepts are built first and then
subsequent topics are layered thereon. Because of this, it is necessary that material taught at the
beginning of the course be retained throughout the course. The fundamental approach of building a
differential equation from the first principles governing a physical system is an indispensable
engineering tool that should be impressed on the student to a sufficient degree during this course that it
remains with the student throughout his or her career. The detailed methodology for solving the
equations may fade without continual practice, but the detail should be able to be recovered and
refreshed with a brief review.

2.2.4 Perspectives and attitudes
Although students enter the course with knowledge of foundational physics, most students have no
previous experience with the concept of forming mathematical models of dynamic systems. Thus, there
is a prime opportunity to positively impact student perceptions of this field. However, because the
material is new and conceptually very difficult, attitudes toward the material tend to be polarized after
taking the course. There would be much value in discovering a way to improve overall attitudes without
jeopardizing the rigor of the course.

2.2.5 The field and the larger society
The topic of dynamics and controls is found not only in every engineering discipline, but has been
successfully applied to economics, biology, sociology, astronomy, and virtually every field that explores
interactions between dynamic entities. Many of the principles and methods learned in this course can
be directly applied to those fields once the governing first principles of those systems are known.
Helping students understand the broad application of this course may be one way to improve attitudes.

2.2.6 Justification for goals
Dynamics and controls provides a foundation of fundamental material for much of a mechanical
engineering student’s future progress in the discipline. The core concepts listed in items 1-7 of section
2.2.1 (knowledge) are universally agreed upon as necessary curriculum for all mechanical engineers and
students must know this material do pass the “Fundamentals in Engineering” (FE) exam. Some type of
computer-aided solver and programming language is necessary to quickly and efficiently solve the
homework problems. Items 8 and 9 of section 2.2.1 specify Matlab and Arduino C as the computer tools
to do this. These two software programs are modern and widely used in industry and academia for
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solving dynamics- and controls- related problems but other options are certainly valid (such as
Mathematica®, Microsoft Excel®, and other freeware options).

2.3 Goals reflected in daily course structure
The daily course structure consists of three components:
1) Motivational introduction
2) Example-based lecture
3) Closed-book, closed-notes, open-neighbor quiz
The motivational introduction is a 2- to 3-minute explanation of how the material that will be covered in
class is relevant in the context of real-world problems. I usually show a picture, video, or some non-text
material that captures the students’ attention and helps them immediately engage from the start of
class. See Appendix 7.2 for an example of the motivational introduction material. Another purpose of
the motivational material is to improve perspectives and attitudes toward the course material.
Following the introduction, I deliver a traditional lecture from notes that are distributed to the students
before class. The students can either transcribe the lecture notes, annotate the previously distributed
notes, or passively listen without taking notes. At the midway point through the class I offer a quiz for
extra credit that takes about 7 minutes (5 minutes to perform the quiz and 2 minutes for discussion).
The correct answers are displayed immediately after the students turn in the quiz so they have instant
feedback. Students are encouraged to work in groups on the quiz and discussion and talking are
encouraged during this time. The purposes of the quizzes are to break the lecture into two, roughly 20minute segments so that attention does not wane toward the latter part of lecture. It also provides
students with immediate feedback regarding the quality of their study and preparation for class.
Students are encouraged to read the chapter prior to coming to class and the quizzes cover this reading
material. We resume the lecture following the quiz. See Appendix 7.3 for an example of a reading quiz.
Although the students seem to enjoy this format for class, it is unknown if it leads to improved
outcomes in terms of retention and performance.

3 Description of course activities
This section contains descriptions of the teaching methods and use of classroom time, course activities
outside of class, the course materials and supplies that are needed, and the course choices with respect
to the broader curriculum.

3.1 Teaching methods and classroom time
Classroom time consists of three 50-minute lecture sessions, and one 50-minute recitation session
(about 3.3 hours total).
The lecture sessions will consist of the following format:





Motivational introduction (3 mintues)
Lecture covering new material (20 minutes).
iClicker quiz that is closed book, closed notes, but “open neighbor”, meaning students can
discuss the solutions to the quiz in small groups (5 minutes).
Quiz discussion in which the correct answers to the quiz are presented and students can
discuss the solutions with their neighbor or ask me for clarification (5 minutes).
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Lecture covering new material (17 minutes).

The recitation sessions will be dedicated to working out problems in detail. I will rely on students to
suggest problems to work through on-the-fly. The recitation sessions end when students have no more
questions or when 50 minutes has expired.
I also encourage students to receive extra help during office hours and I rarely turn a student away even
if they stop by outside of the prescribed hours.
In addition to the above in class activities, three in-class exams will also be offered.

3.1.1 How the motivational introduction facilitates course goals
The motivational introduction is a 2- to 3-minute explanation of how the material that will be covered in
class is relevant in the context of real-world problems a mechanical engineer may encounter. The
purpose of this introduction is to help shape the students’ perspectives and attitudes in a positive way
and to help them understand the role of control systems engineering in society. Because the concepts
can be abstract and conceptually difficult to understand, my hope is that the real-world examples will
provide them with motivation to overcome these difficulties. See Appendix 7.2 for an example of a
motivational introduction.

3.1.2 How the lecture covering new material facilitates course goals
It is impossible to cover all of the course material in lecture, thus the lecture time will be spent
explaining the most difficult concepts. The lecture is accompanied by detailed notes that summarize the
very dense text for the course. The notes are provided online in PDF and Microsoft OneNote format
prior to class so students have the choice of annotating the notes, transcribing the notes from scratch
(and then using the online notes as supplemental material), or passively listening. My observations have
been that this suits the majority of learning styles. The OneNote format appears to be especially popular
with students who take notes on a tablet PC. Unlike PDFs, notes in the OneNote format are very easily
modified. I also use lecture time to demonstrate concepts with live examples and hardware and
occasionally show videos. See Appendix 7.4 for an example of the notes.

3.1.3 How the iClicker quizzes and following discussion facilitate course goals
One of the goals of this course is that all students achieve mastery of the material. Talking about ideas
and problems has been shown to enhance student learning [1]. The format I have adopted for quizzes
(open-neighbor, closed-book) strongly encourages the students to discuss the concepts with their
classmates. The post-quiz discussion further enables talking about the lecture concepts and ideas. This
format also increases the kinds of personal communications that are needed for students to internally
organize, process, and retain ideas [2]. Furthermore, students take ownership of their learning rather
than relying solely on the teacher's authority when they share their rationale for choosing a particular
answer with their neighbor [3]. See Appendix 7.3 for an example of a reading quiz.

3.2 Course activities outside of class
There are three primary activities the students participate in outside of class:




Reading and studying the course text.
Solving short, focused problems (homework).
Solving a longer, multi-faceted problem (course project).
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3.2.1 The purpose of the outside-class activities
The purpose of the outside class activities is primarily two-fold. The problems and concepts on the FE
exam will be similar to the homework problems, so the reading and the homework problems are
designed to help the students achieve mastery of the subject such that they can succeed on the FE
exam. The purpose of the course project is to provide students with a problem that will be similar to
something they may experience in industry post-graduation, thus illustrating the relevance of the
subject and enhancing their interest.

3.2.2 Learning goals of the outside-class activities
The learning goals of the outside class activities are as follows.





Reading and studying the course text: All students understand 90% or more of the course
text.
Solving short, focused problems (homework): All students are proficient and efficient in
solving 90% or more of the homework problems. See Appendix 7.5 for an example of
homework.
Solving a longer, multi-faceted problem (course project): All students demonstrate mastery
of solving an industry-related controls problem. See Appendix 7.6 for an example of a
project.

3.3 Course materials and supplies
The following materials and supplies are required for this course:
1) Required text: Close and Frederick, Modeling and Analysis of Dynamic Systems, John Wiley &
Sons, 3rd Edition, 2002.
2) i>Clicker2
3) Arduino UNO Rev.3
4) Miscellaneous (inexpensive) electronic circuit board components.
5) Matlab software.
6) Course notes provided online in PDF and MS OneNote format.

3.3.1 Rational for using the course materials and supplies
The course text by Close and Frederick provides superior treatment of the material to prepare students
for the FE exam. It is also concisely written in clear language and the rigor and scope of the examples is
appropriate for upperclassmen. Furthermore, I wanted a single, standalone text that the students could
solely rely upon as a single source for all the course material. The course material is drawn 100% from
the text so the students are not dependent on the lecture or class notes.
The iClicker facilitates efficient administration of quizzes and provides real-time feedback during the
lecture regarding understanding. Difficult concepts can be reexamined in class in real-time, if needed.
Students implement a physical controller using an Arduino Uno board and electromechanical
components for the course project, which allows them to apply theoretical concepts. The miscellaneous
and inexpensive electronic circuit board components are needed to implement the controller. The
choice of the Arduino Uno was made due to the wide availability of open-source code and message
boards. UNL also produces and sells a generic, very low cost version of the Arduino Uno through the EE
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shop in the Engineering College. This gives the students a convenient and low-cost avenue for
implementing their projects.
The course text uses Matlab software for solving some examples and in the homework. It is also widely
used in industry, so gaining proficiency with this tool is valuable to the students.
The course notes are available to the students prior to class in MS OneNote and PDF format and are
verbatim what is presented during the lecture. The rational for making these notes available is that it
gives students the option of transcribing from scratch, annotating as desired, or simply passively
listening, depending on their individual learning style.

3.3.2 Expected use of the course materials
The use of the course text, lecture notes, and the iClicker are designed to give the students maximum
flexibility in their approach to learning, thus they may choose a learning style that is appropriate to
strengths. In other words, the text and notes stand on their own, which makes lecture is optional. It is
entirely possible that a student may do well in the course by using:






Just the course text
The course text and lecture notes
The course text, lecture notes, and attending lecture
The course text, lecture notes, attending lecture, and the iClicker
(other permutations of the above)

Because lecture attendance is optional and iClicker quizzes are extra credit, there is no explicit penalty
for NOT using one or more of the above course materials. The Arduino Uno, the miscellaneous electrical
components, and the Matlab Software are all required in order to complete the course project and
homework, which are graded.

3.4 Course choices and the broader curriculum
Knowledge of dynamics and control is fundamental in mechanical engineering. It is also an advanced
undergraduate course and builds upon knowledge of dynamic system analysis and solving differential
equations. The material covered in this course gives students a new way to predict and analyze dynamic
systems. The concepts taught are applicable to a huge domain considering that the entire universe is a
dynamic system composed of dynamic subsystems. Thus, the material covered in this course
fundamentally changes the way engineers look at virtually everything around them. The theory and
practice covered in this course enables one to predict the behavior of a simple set of dynamic systems
and gives students an appreciation for what it might take to predict the behavior of more complex
systems.
This course is typically taken curing the sixth semester of an MME undergraduate’s career and is a
prerequisite for nine courses that the student can take during the seventh and eighth semesters. These
courses are: MECH 380, MECH 444, MECH 445, MECH 446, MECH 450, MECH 453, MECH 455, MECH
457, MECH 483 (Required courses are bolded). As can be seen, this course provides important
fundamental knowledge required for many upper-level undergraduate courses.
The course also has the reputation of being somewhat of a gatekeeper in that some students find it the
most difficult course in the MME curriculum. Because of this, about 15% of students drop or fail this
11

course the first time they take it. This pushes the course downstream into their final semesters in the
program and creates a high-risk environment for those students in that many take the course for the
second or third time in their final semesters. Taking the course so late in the program limits elective
options and raises the unfortunate prospect of a student being unable to obtain his or her degree.
These factors demonstrate the necessity of teaching the material well and providing students with the
best possible opportunity of success.

4 Analysis of student learning via detailed solutions to system dynamics
and control problems
An important teaching method in engineering is the demonstration of problem solving by working
through in detail the solutions to homework- and exam-style problems. For this course, the purpose of
the problem solving process is to apply the first principles that undergird system dynamics and control
to concrete, real-world problems. The textbook uses this method as well, and a typical chapter will
demonstrate several problem solutions in detail. Engineering students are accustomed to seeing a range
of difficulty in the problems worked out in class by the instructor and they have an almost insatiable
appetite for this process because they are asked to perform in this way on homework and exams.
For the instructor, time spent working through an example problem is time NOT spent teaching new
material. Of course, the new material must also be thoroughly covered or the student will not be able to
follow the derivations or detailed solutions of the example problem. Thus, the instructor must strike a
balance between working on example problems and introducing new material.

4.1 Benchmark performance data
The students are asked in their course evaluations to provide specific information regarding things that
help and hinder learning. They are asked (amongst other things):
1) What are 1 or 2 specific things that helped you learn in this class?
2) What are 1 or 2 specific things that caused a problem with your learning in this class?
3) Please provide 1 or 2 practical suggestions on ways to help improve student learning in this
course.
Typical favorable and unfavorable responses to the above questions are, respectively:
“The examples in class help to learn the material.”
“Most of the examples given were the simplest example possible and usually did not help when
doing the homework. It would help if some examples were taken from the end of the chapter
like the homework”
A common request throughout the five semesters I taught this course was to work through more
examples and especially more difficult examples. Table 1 summarizes the number of favorable and
unfavorable responses to the above questions.
Students are also asked to rate, on a scale of 1 to 5, the statement “New concepts and examples are
clearly explained at a level students can comprehend.” The survey uses a Likert scale where 1 is
“Strongly disagree” and 5 is “Strongly agree.” In my experience, the students interpret the term
12

“examples” in this statement to mean working through the detailed solution to a homework- or examstyle problem. Table 1 also provides the mean Likert score for each semester I have taught this course.
Table 1. Summary of example-related student feedback.

Semester
Fall 13
Spring 13
Spring 14
Spring 15
Spring 16

Enrolled
42
54
56
60
68

Percent that expressed
favorable opinion of
examples
14.3%
11.1%
17.9%
13.3%
8.8%

Percent that expressed
an unfavorable opinion
of examples
11.9%
7.4%
10.7%
6.7%
14.7%

Likert Score
mean ± SD
4.27±0.81
3.96±1.1
4.04±0.67
4.29±0.66
4.05±1.01

4.2 Objective and hypothesis
The objective of Section 4 is to improve learning by providing detailed solutions to more examples and
especially more difficult examples. In order to not displace teaching new material, students were
required to attend a recitation for an additional hour each week. Thus, the class met Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday from 8:30 AM to 9:20 AM for lecture, but then met again Wednesday afternoon
from 3:30 PM to 4:20 PM for recitation. I personally taught this recitation session and the time was
spent exclusively working out homework- and exam-style problems in detail. I also created a discussion
board on which students could recommended specific problems to work on.
The hypotheses of this objective is that the additional recitation session which was dedicated to working
through examples increases the favorable and decrease the unfavorable opinions of examples.
Additionally, I hypothesize that the mean Likert score to the statement “New concepts and examples are
clearly explained at a level students can comprehend” will be increased due to the addition of a
recitation section.

4.3 Preliminary results
A problem that occurred with the new recitation session early on in the semester was that students did
not suggest problems on the discussion board. I tried to address this problem by encouraging students
to post suggestions and by cancelling recitation the first few weeks due to lack of suggestions. Finally,
though, after three weeks of still no discussion board suggestions, I told students that I would choose
the problems and that we would have recitation weekly regardless of whether or not they posted
suggestions. Once I made this change, a few students began posting suggestions. Thus, I held recitation
weekly for the remaining 12 weeks of the semester.
The results from the single semester implementation of the recitation session are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Results from Spring 2017 semester.

Semester
Spring
2017

Enrolled
69

Percent that expressed
favorable opinion of
examples

Percent that expressed
an unfavorable opinion
of examples

19.3%

12.3%
13

Likert Score
mean ± SD
3.96±0.82

Figure 1 and Figure 2 show, in graphical form, students’ attitudes towards examples used in class for the
Spring 2017 semester compared to previous semesters. No statistical analyses were performed on the
results.

Figure 1. Comparison by semester of the percentage of students that had favorable and unfavorable
opinions of the examples that were worked out during class (in semesters prior to Spring 2017) or during
class and recitation during the Spring 2017 semester.

Figure 2. Comparison by semester of the students’ attitudes toward the explanation of new concepts
and examples. A score of 1 indicates a student strongly disagrees, whereas a score of 5 indicates a
student strongly agrees.
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The results show that in the Spring 2017 semester, the students expressed higher favorable opinion
(19.3%) regarding examples than any other semester. On the other hand, students expressed the second
highest unfavorable opinion (12.3%) regarding examples. The Spring 2016 semester was the only
semester with a higher unfavorable opinion (14.7%). No improvement is seen in students’ opinions of
how well new concepts and examples are explained.
The performance of students was not analyzed and compared with the performance from previous
semesters because of significant confounding variables, the main one being the different cohorts of
students.
The full student evaluation results from Spring 2017 semester can be found in Appendix 7.8.

4.4 Discussion and conclusions
Although more students expressed favorable opinions of examples during the Spring 2017 semester
than any other semester, this improvement is only slightly more than the next best semester (Spring
2014, 17.9%) and overall the gains seem to be incremental (19.3% in Spring 2017 compared to the
overall mean of 14.1%). Furthermore, the extra recitation session appears to have no impact on
unfavorable opinion of examples, which may confirm my suspicion that students have an insatiable
appetite to see examples worked out in class. Although recitation was focused on working through the
details of homework problems, it appears to have had no effect on students’ opinions of how well new
concepts and examples are explained. This may suggest that to make further gains in the area of
explanations of new concepts, I should examine the methodology and the quality of the instruction
perhaps rather than the quantity. Overall, I do not see evidence that the additional recitation session is
desired by the students nor particularly useful.

4.5 Planned changes for future MECH 350 instruction
It is difficult to draw too many conclusions from the implementation of a new teaching tool in a single
semester due to other factors that come with a cohort of students. Thus, my plan is to go forward with
the additional recitation session for at least two more semesters and then reevaluate and statistically
analyze differences in attitudes.
In addition, a method for directly evaluating the effect of the additional recitation session on student
performance should be investigated. To do this, the overall grade performance of a control group that
does not attend recitation should be compared to an experimental group, which does attend recitation.
These two groups should be randomly chosen from the same cohort and taught in the same class in
order to minimize introducing other factors that may contribute to differences in performance. How this
is to be done is not obvious to me, but I believe it is a necessary step because self-reporting on
psychometric tests is not necessarily an accurate method for objectively measuring learning benefit.
Such an approach of having only some students in a class attend recitation is fraught with problems,
though, because students are keenly tuned to unfair and unequitable arrangements.

5 Summary
This portfolio accomplished two aims. Firstly, it outlined and explained my approach to teaching MECH
350, Dynamics and Control of Engineering Systems. I highlighted in detail the purpose and curricula of
the course, the desired outcomes, and the goals and objectives. I also describe how the course activities
and my teaching methodology support the course objectives. Secondly, I described a simple course
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modification—the introduction of a recitation session—and tested in a preliminary way the effect of this
change on students’ attitudes towards the examples worked out in class. The results of this modification
show that in the Spring 2017 semester, the students expressed higher favorable opinions (19.3%)
regarding the examples worked out in class and during the recitation session than any other semester.
On the other hand, students expressed the second highest unfavorable opinion (12.3%) regarding
examples. No improvement is seen in students’ attitudes of how well new concepts and examples are
explained. It is difficult to draw too many conclusions from the implementation of a new teaching tool in
a single semester due to other factors that come with a cohort of students. Thus, my plan is to go
forward with the additional recitation session for at least two more semesters and then reevaluate and
statistically analyze differences in attitudes.
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7 Appendix
7.1 Syllabus
MECH 350 Introduction to Dynamics and Control of Engineering Systems
General Information:
Lecture Time:
MWF 8:30AM-9:20AM
Recitation Time:
W 3:30-4:20 PM
Lecture Location:
Othmer Hall 106
Recitation Location:
Othmer Hall 106
Instructor:
Benjamin Terry, NH317.4B, 472.7595, bterry2@unl.edu
Office Hours:
W 4:30-5:30 PM, (or by apt.)
Class Website:
http://my.unl.edu (Blackboard)
Catalog Description:
(3 credit hours) Preq: ENGM 373; ELEC 211; MATH 314 or parallel.
Supplies:
Required items:
1) Required text: Close and Frederick, Modeling and Analysis of Dynamic Systems, John
Wiley & Sons, 3rd Edition, 2002.
2) i>Clicker2 is required for extra credit reading quizzes that will occur during class.
3) MECH 350 electronics kit which is available in the EE shop (eeshop.unl.edu). ~$20. The
kit contains a “generic” Arduino Uno microcontroller. You can also get the kit with an
authentic Arduino Uno for ~$30. Either kit works.
Objectives:
At the termination of the course, the student should be able to1:
1) Given a description of a dynamic system, construct a simplified version using idealized
elements and define a suitable set of variables.
2) Use the appropriate element and interconnection laws to obtain a mathematical model
generally consisting of ordinary differential equations.
3) If the model is nonlinear, determine the equilibrium conditions and, where appropriate,
obtain a linearized model in terms of incremental variables.
4) Arrange the equations that make up the model in a form suitable for solution, and use
them to construct and simplify block diagrams.
5) For a first-order system, solve directly for the time-domain response without
transforming the functions of time into functions of other variables.
6) For a model of up to fourth order, use the Laplace transform to find the complete time
response, determine the transfer function and its poles and zeros, analyze stability, etc.
7) Find from the transformed expression the steady-state response to a constant sinusoidal
input without requiring a general solution.
8) Use Matlab to:
 Obtain the response of a system to initial stored energy and to arbitrary inputs.
1

This course will follow the text very closely; therefore, the given objectives are a summary of pages 12 and 13 of
the text.
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Study the influence of changing system parameters on the system response, and
predict the response.
 Create root-locus plots, bode diagrams, etc. as aids in analyzing and designing
feedback systems.
9) Use the C programming language to program an Arduino microcontroller to control an
electromechanical device.
Topics:
1. Modeling of mechanical and electrical systems.
2. Analytical solutions for linear systems and linearizing nonlinear models.
3. Modeling other types of systems
4. Block diagrams, feedback systems, and design tools.
Evaluation:
1.
3 Exams (2 one hour exams and one two-hour final)
2.
Approximately 14 homework assignments
3.
Arduino project
Exams: Three exams will be given. Each exam will cover all material presented/assigned to date.
One 8.5" x 11" piece of paper containing notes will be allowed during the first exam, two during
the second, and three during the third. In general, no make-up exams will be given. A
cumulative grade of D+ or lower on the exams will be your final grade in the course. Most
of the exam problems will be modified versions of the homework.
Homework: Homework must be neat and organized. Homework is due at midnight on the date
posted in the class schedule. If you can't do the homework on your own, you won't do well on
exams. You are required to submit your homework electronically via Blackboard as a PDF file
using a phone, personal scanner, or the copy machine located in the MME administrative office
(W342 NH). The copier code for this course is 90209 and is only to be used for scanning (not
printing or copying). Enter the copy code for the “Dept. ID”. There is no passcode. It is your
responsibility to ensure the scanned version is legible. Note that only PDF format will be
accepted—submittals in other file formats will not be graded. The grader will randomly
choose one homework problem to grade in detail and will check to make sure all problems were
attempted.
Arduino Project: A single course project will be due in stages throughout the semester
according to the course schedule. Details on this project will be given at a later date.
Extra credit reading quizzes: You are strongly encouraged to read and study the entire
textbook throughout this course. Hopefully, you will get to know this book well enough that it
will become part of your personal engineering library. Extra credit reading quizzes will be given
every class period via iClickers. To successfully complete the quizzes you will need to have
thoroughly read the assigned material prior to class. You must register a personal i>Clicker 2
prior to class in order to take the quiz.
Recitation: The recitation session will be used to work through homework (or other) problems
of students’ choosing. Recitation is held every Wednesday. Only suggestions submitted the prior
Thursday through Monday will be considered. If no suggestions have been submitted during the
previous period (Thursday through Monday), there will be no recitation session. Problems from
the homework that are due at some future time will not be considered. Submit suggestions via
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the Discussion Board on Blackboard entitled, “Forum: Problems for the Recitation session”.
Check the discussion board on Tuesday to know if recitation will be held on Wednesday.
Schedule: Exam dates, reading quiz chapters, and homework due dates are located in the Excel
document me350_schedule_s17.xlsx located on Blackboard in the “Course Documents” folder.
Note that this schedule may change, which will be indicated by a new revision number at the end
of the filename, e.g. me350_schedule_s17_v2.xlsx
Grading:
Extra credit reading quizzes are in-class work and will not be distributed outside of class;
therefore if you miss class you miss the opportunity to earn extra credit. If you would like to
discuss any grade, you must do so within one week of when the work was returned.
Homework assignments, the project, and exams are scored based on the standard point scale (0
to 100%). Your final grade is calculated based on the following weighting and grade scale:
Table 3. Grade weighting

Exam 1
Exam 2
Final
Homework
Project
Reading quizzes (extra credit)
Total

25%
25%
30%
10%
10%
5%
105%

Table 4. Grade scale

Grade
A+
A
AB+
B
BC+
C
CD+
D
DF

Cutoff (%)
96.67
93.33
90
86.67
83.33
80
76.67
73.33
70
66.67
63.33
60
0

Late work, missed class, and missed exams:
No late work is accepted. If you have to miss an exam (UNL sponsored event, funeral, illness,
etc.), you need to send me an e-mail ahead of time. If I agree you had a valid reason for missing
the exam, I reserve the right to require documentation before allowing you to take a make-up.
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Make-up exams will be given prior to the exam date. There will be no option for making up extra
credit reading quizzes.
The most common request by students for accepting late work is that the upload to Blackboard
was slower than expected and thus it was uploaded just a minute or two late. To be fair to
everyone in the class, I do not make individual exceptions (unless otherwise stated in the
syllabus, e.g. for illness or other university excused situations). That said, I totally understand
that the Blackboard system has a certain failure rate (albeit very, very small in my experience),
that sometimes students (and professors) forget things, etc. To that end, I have provided a
mechanism (the reading quizzes) to compensate for occasional mess ups. You can very easily
earn back all the points from a missed homework or project step by doing well on the reading
quizzes. The true value in doing the homework is that you will learn the material and do well on
the exams, where the bulk of points are. In summary, my opinion is that you should not feel
frustrated if you get a zero on a homework assignment or two or three or a project step because
of a snafu. Study the material prior to coming to class, do great on the reading quizzes, and that
will more than compensate for an occasional glitch. As a failsafe, you can also discipline
yourself to upload homework and projects a day before they are due.
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7.2 Example of Introductory Material
Below is a still frame from a video of a mountain biker that illustrates the dynamic motion of the rear
suspension of the bike as it travels down a hill. I show this video in class before the lecture in which we
create the modeling equations for mountain bike and rider.
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7.3 Example of a Reading Quiz
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7.4 Example of Notes
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7.5 Example of Homework Assignment
7.5.1 Assignment
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7.5.2 Assignment output
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7.6 Example of Course Project
7.6.1 Project
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7.6.2 Project output
Redacted
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7.7 Example of an Exam Question
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7.8 Complete course evaluations from Spring 2017
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